Fabrics A1:c-A10:c: The strips are pressed and stacked facing
right-side-up starting with Fabric A10:c on the bottom ending
with Fabric A1:c on the top.
Measure the strips from end to end, then cut (1) stack measuring
2-1/2” by 23”. Place this stack in Bag #A-C and clip to Foundation
Layout Sheet 2. The second stack should measure 2-1/2” by 19”. Place
this stack in Bag #A-C and clip to Foundation Layout Sheet 4.

Step 5: Separate the pieces for each color group. Then place
the (6) cut for each color group into their assigned bags shown.

Fabric A1:c through Fabric A10:c
2-1/2” by 23” Bag #A-C

Step 4: A paper clip is used to clip each section to the fabric to
keep the template pieces from moving in the cutting process. The
cutting is completed by slicing through the paper and fabric on
each cut line to separate the individual sections. You should end
up with (6) template pieces from each fabric

2-1/2” by 19” Bag #A-C
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Fabrics A1:d-A10:d: The strips are pressed and stacked facing
right-side-up starting with Fabric A10:d on the bottom ending
with Fabric A1:d on the top.
Measure the strips from end to end, then cut (1) stack measuring
2-1/2” by 23”. Place this stack in Bag #A-C and clip to Foundation
Layout Sheet 1. The second stack should measure 2-1/2” by 19”. Place
in Bag #A-C and clip to Foundation Layout Sheet 3.
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►►Fabrics S3:b & S3:d: (TLS #3)
Step 1: Cut (1) 2-1/4” by 42” strip from each Fabric S3:b and S3:d.
Stack both strips facing right-side-up into one stack. Note for the quilt
on the cover we only used one color.

Bag #A-D

►►Fabrics S1:a through S1:d: (TLS #1)

Fabric S3:d
Bag
#A-D

Fabric S3:b

Step 3: Stack (6) pieces under each TLS, (3) from each color.

#A-B

Step 2: Cut (3) pieces, matching the size and shape of the
Template Layout Sheet, from each Fabric S1:a through S1:d.

Step 2: The Units A3-1 & A3-2, Template Layout Sheet #3 is
placed onto the strips as shown. Cut (3) pieces from each color,
matching the size and shape of the (TLS).

Bag

Step 1: Cut (2) 2-1/2” by 42” strips from each Fabric S1:a, S1:b,
S1:c, & S1:d. Stack the (8) strips facing right-side-up into one stack.
Place the Unit A1-1, A1-2, A2-1 & A2-2, Template Layout Sheet 1
onto the strips as shown.
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#A-C

Foundation Layout Sheet 1

Step 3: Slice through
the paper and fabric
on the cut line to separate the individual
sections. Then place each color group into
their assigned bags.

Fabric S2-2

2-1/2” by 19” Bag #A-D

Step 2: The Units A4-1 & A4-2, Template Layout Sheet #2 is
placed onto the strips as shown. Cut (3) pieces from each color,
matching the size and shape of the (TLS).

Bag

2-1/2” by 23” Bag A-D

Step 1: Cut (1) 2-1/4” by 42” strip from each Fabric S:a and S2:c.
Stack both strips facing right-side-up into one stack. Note for the quilt
on the cover we used the same fabric.

#A-A
Bag
Fabric S2-1

Fabric A1:d through Fabric A10:d

►►Fabrics S2:a & S2:c: (TLS #2)

Step 3: Slice through
the paper and fabric
on the cut line to separate the individual
sections. Separate the pieces for each color
group. Then place each color group into their
assigned bags

►►Fabric AP1: Applique Circle
Step 1: Cut (1) 7” square from Fabric AP1. Clip this
piece to the Applique Sheet and the LP 40 Assembly
Instructions in the original pattern bag. *Applique
Instructions are found on Page 17.
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